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 It is recommended to use a clean install of the game to be sure it runs properly. The authors of the game and its trainer have no involvement in this game. DOWNLOAD ======== [2017 - 2.3.7] - fixed a glitch which caused the game to crash during some main missions - fixed some errors in the installation of the game, as the developers had included them twice in the game files [2017 - 2.3.6] -
fixed a crash which could happen during the game's main mission - fixed the game's auto-saves during the game's main mission - fixed the game's main mission to be playable without being at the black screen - fixed a crash which could happen when the character was on the ground and was being dragged by the horse - fixed the game's black screen after finishing the game's main mission [2017 -

2.3.5] - fixed some missing files in the game's installer [2017 - 2.3.4] - fixed a crash that could happen when the PC became unresponsive [2017 - 2.3.3] - fixed the installation of the game to have no problems with the black screen - fixed some errors with the game's auto-saves which could cause the game to crash [2017 - 2.3.2] - fixed the game's install to be playable even if the game already existed
on the PC [2017 - 2.3.1] - fixed the'sliders' which were triggered by the 'click-to-run' button to be always active when the button was clicked - fixed the game's auto-save to have a number of fixed bugs [2017 - 2.3.0] - fixed some bugs with the game's installer - fixed the game's gamepad controls to be properly configured - fixed some initial visual bugs of the game's UI - fixed some issues with the

game's auto-saves - fixed some issues with the main mission - fixed a glitch which could cause the game to become unresponsive if the game was run on the start menu - fixed some issues with the loading screens - fixed the game's black screen if the game was run on the start menu [2017 - 2.2. 82157476af
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